The Cats are from Third Earth's ruling city of Thundera. This planet is full of high technology. However the planet is dying. Ships are sent out with as many citizens as possible to colonize new worlds. The royal family and guard are boarded on one such ship. During their Cryo induced sleep the ship is damaged by an asteroid, not only sending it off course, but damaging the sleep mechanism of the young princes pod. The learning annex continues working but the stasis malfunction allows him to continue growing physically in his sleep. Leaving a still young inexperienced prince in the body of an adult. (He has an education now but no experience or social skills beyond a 12 yr. old.)
After 12 yrs. in hyperspace the ship eventually crashes into an unknown planet (Earth) which appears to be a desert wasteland. (unbeknownst to the Cats they have landed in northern Africa.) The planet seems primitive but ancient ruins show signs of high technology.

We have some establishment scenes with the characters and what they have salvaged from the ship. We are introduced to the thundertank. Everyone has their reactions to Lion O's age etc... They deduce what has happened and try to send a message to the other escaped colonists but their beacon is damaged.

More establishment of character roles.

They are set upon by mutant creatures (other anthros) led by a ruthless immortal known as Mum Raa. He is actually the last remaining human of our earth. Having slept through a global crisis in his own cryo chamber he developed a serum that would keep him alive indefinitley. Unfortunately for him this serum neither saves him from the ravages of age, or the effects of long term radiation exposure. His features now take the familliar look of Mum Raa. In the initial battle Jaga sacrifices himself to save the others.

As in the new series the cats live out of the thundertank while they try to distance themselves from the pursuing forces.

Several dangers and 2 battles set up the dynamic of young Lion O becoming the leader etc.

At one point Tygra tries to lead and almost gets everyone killed until Lion O takes charge. There is an incident with a cliff that causes them to abandon the thundertank and put it into camoflauge mode. This leads into a canyon fight scene which ends at the edge of the jungle as  they are forced into a retreat which leads them to attempt hiding behing a waterfall only to find a large steel door built into the rock. It is the entrance to an ancient underground laboratory.

The Cats make it into the facility and decide it is a secure place to camp and regroup as the mutants cannot penetrate the door. The mutants camp on the nearby beach awaiting their master.  Inside the Cats manage to power up parts of the facility.  

While the adults are discussing escape and arguing, Wilykit and Kat accidentally activate a series of holographic video files. The Cats are soon surrounded by the recorded images. They stop arguing as they begin to realize what is going on.

The file features the research proposals of two brothers attempting to secure funding for projects on the recently completed gentech space station.  Dr. Mohummed Rajesh plans to begin his search for human perfection in the crossgen splicing of humanity with apex predators in order to increase speed, strength, and senses. (his over use of the words “creating a perfect race” sounds creepy.)

His brother, Dr. Thandri Rajesh is seeking funding for immune research into felines. 

The files continue as they show one brother getting his funding while the other fails. They work side by side in the an orbital research station, genetically experimenting with feline and human DNA. However when it seems they have stumbled across a miracle cure derrived from the replication of the experimental hybrid animals white blood cells, we begin to see Dr. Mohummed's jealousy surfacing.

He sabotages the orbital research station and takes the only escape pod left after ejecting several others into earths atmosphere sending the station off orbit and into the depths of space without directional control. His brother is left alone with his cats drifting towards an unkown fate. The last video featuring the station reveals the experimental powersource, a red glowing stone. (Which causes everyone to look towards the eye of Thundera on the sword of omens)

After miraculously arriving on earth as the only survivor of the research facility, Dr. Mohummed  goes on to reveal the cure, and gain funding for his own research. He sets up his lab underground in central africa and begins work on his “perfect race”... During this time he develops a serum that gives him perfect immunity and accelerated healing (derrived from shark and reptile dna). Unfortunatley this serum results in some strange side effects mutating his teeth and eyes. 

Over time the doctor becomes more and more maniacal. His sponsors no longer trust his motives or research, and pull his funding. Meanwhile as he is shunned by the scientific community, his brother is posthumously awarded the Nobel prize. 

In a fit of rage, the doctor poisons the local water supply... (think the lizard plot from The Amazing Spider-Man but with multiple species) and puts himself into cryo stasis hoping the world will tear itself apart while he sleeps.

Some time later there is a new video file. We see the underground lab in disrepair and heavily damaged. A reptillian mutant is seen ripping the door from the cryo chamber and bowing before the body inside. “hail the creator. Hail Mum Raa the ever living “ We see the hand of Mum Raa emerge from the chamber, as a congregation of mutants arise slowly blocking out the frame.

The Cats put the peices together, and decide to take the fight to Mum Raa. They blow the main lab and the mutants are swallowed up by a sinkhole as the Cats escape from the south entry tunnel they entered through.

They fight off the remaining mutants  guarding the area below the falls, make their way back to the thundertank where they set course for Mum Raa's moving pyramid.

The Cats sneak into Mum Raas chamber for the final battle, leaving Kit and Kat to guard the tank with Panthro. Panthro drives the tank fighting off mutants while kit and kat pop out the top and start doing hteir own thing (you can imagine).

While inside the Cats discover what happened after Mum Raa entered sleep. The planet was indeed thrown into upheaval by the mutants. For decades they were restricted to reservations and camps... Until there was an uprising. A great nuclear war broke out, and as it turned out the mutants were immune to radiation. The population of earth was decimated. That was over 3600 years ago.

The battle leads to mumm ra injecting himself with basically a super hybrid serum that makes him the huge monstrous version of Mum Raa we all know. The battle rages and leads to the inevitable defeat of Mum Raa. 

The mutants, leaderless pledge allegiance to the new king when they find out that their ship remains have a terraforming device aboard.

 The Cats salvage the tech from the pyramid and the mutants help them send a beacon to the rest of their race. The movie ends in celbration as third earth ships land and The cats make some touching and poigniant comments about how humanity will always prevail, even in the least human forms.

Pumyra, and Bengali etc. Land with the other cats. The berbils have joined them.

